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Alchemists
Sarah Morthland Gallery through June 14 
BY LYLE REXER

E
very technology begins 
as- miracle and ends as 
nostalgia. At first, 
human agency is 
banished altogether, a 
terrifying excision that leaves in its 
wake disembodied power — the printed 

page, the airplane wing, the television 
screen, the photographic print. But 
gradually naturalized as extensions of 
the human body — the camera: the eye, 
the wheel: the foot — they follow a 
trajectory of innovation, until their 
eventual obsolescence appears once 
more as a loss of the human. It is time

that steal souls.
At Sarah Morthland Gallery, it’s 

not alchemy but nostalgia on display. 
It is a nostalgia for beauty, intricacy 
and the photograph as a made-thing. 
Most of the works of nine 
photographers and visual artists in the 
exhibition explore various techniques 
and processes of photography, from the 
tintype to the albumen print. As 
technical possibilities, most have been 
superseded by more efficient, 
convenient, and standardized 
approaches. The tintype, for example, 
was the early version of a wallet 
snapshot, less cumbersome and fragile 
(but also poorer in information) than, 
say, a glass plate positive. A thin piece 
of metal, coated with a light-sensitive 
solution, was exposed directly in the 
camera to produce a positive image — 
light and portable. You could carry a 
picture of your loved one into batde at 
Gettysburg. At least it was more likely 
to stop a bullet than a piece of Fuji 
paper.

This process of technical 

innovation has almost nothing to do 
with art. It was driven by the 
expanding market for reproducible, 
portable, accurate images of reality. It 
goes without saying that there were 
unexplored possibilities in all these 
processes. Artistic possibilities? That 
is what these photographers, and above 
all Sarah Morthland, believe. Her 
grouping invokes artistic creativity as 
the source of technical innovation. It 
suggests that the past is a reservoir of a 
cult knowledge and lost artistry. I’m 
not so sure. For many of these 
artists, the medium is the message, and 
the message concerns history itself.

Again, take the tintype, or its 
cousin the ferrotype, revived by Jayne 
Hinds Bidaut Only a few inches 
square, these images of classically 
draped nudes, beetles and other 
insects, mounted in leather-and-velvet 
cases, have the flavor of curios, exotica, 
and middle-class mementos. Looking 
at new ferrotypes, as opposed to 
antique ones, where the image has 
become scarcely more than a trace, you 
can understand their popularity — an 
intimacy that the mass marketing of 
images has all but banished. These are 
cherished glimpses, intensifications of 
gazing, fantasizing, and remembering. 
Indeed, the entire exhibition at 
Morthland is an exercise in peering, 
with its antiquarian and voyeuristic 
associations. Anyone familiar with 
Bidaut’s straight photography knows 
her as a classical sensualist, capable of 
loading her images with desire and 
sentience — knowing nudes. The 
ferrotypes are intentionally stagy, 
britde, like the carapace of an insect 
specimen. A perfect image of 
photography’s past

Bidaut’s ferrotypes are clear 
homages, and you don’t have to like 
them — or feel bad about liking them. 
Dan Estabrook’s images make more 
ambitious and less justifiable claims. 
Estabrook is really a conceptual artist,
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resurrecting processes such as the 
albumen print, made on paper treated 
with egg white and silver nitrate, and 
the ambrotype, a coated glass plate 
exposed as a negative and used to print 
a paper positive by direct impression. 
These processes are generally crude and 
allow for wide variations in image 
quality. Output is fuzzy, spotted, 
tonally uneven — instandy antique, and 
thus more human. Time, chance, and 
uncertainty form the artistic 
cooperative. You have to do a lot more 
peering to resolve these. In the 
process, you notice that the images 
themselves are skewed.

In Interior (Floating Cloth), 
1996, a cloth suspended in air is held 
up by wires or strings, a reference to the 
photography’s connection with 
prestidigitation and other dubious 
illusionary practices. What saves these 
imases frorr devolving to mere e^sav or 
comment is Estabrook’s sense of 
delicacy. It is a wonderful virtue, but 
cloaked too heavily in the past, it 
becomes precious. This danger is 
underscored by a pair of small images 
(a stereoview) of an eclipse taken by an 
anonymous photographer at the turn 
of the century. No more, really, than 
two dots of light, like tiny eyes in a 
black face, they summon the past in a 
more evocative way. Not only is it the 
real thing, so to speak, but it tangibly 
recalls a time when photography 
surprised its beholders with the sheer 
reach of the reproducible. The one 
thing this exhibition cannot resurrect is 
innocence

A
t its best, Alchemists 
& Inventors suggests 
the depth of 
contemporary 
photography’s 
preoccupation with the past. At its 
worst, it veers between preciousness 

and superiority about the past. Douglas 
Beube’s constructions, especially The 

Philosopher’s Stone, 1988, a 
construction in which old books are 
chained to a stone, strike me as 
shopworn takes on the pretensions of 
natural science in the nineteenth 
century. Do we really need more of 
this deconstructing? As if we didn’t 
commit our own sins in our time, 
leaving a record for other ages (and 
artists) to mock. The most striking 
thing about this work is that it is 
physically and temperamentally out of 
place with the rest of the work in the 
exhibition. So are Neil Wedman’s 
paintings of laboratory glassware.

The most mysterious pictures in the 
exhibition also take up nineteenth' 
century science, but they get at depths 
the other names on the exhibition 
roster only skirt. Gabor Kerekes, a 
Hungarian, is little known outside his 
own country, but he has already 
renounced a lifetime of successful work 
(he destroyed most of his earlier 
images) tö investigate a region of the 
perverse with a large-format camera. 
He and most of his countrymen have 
worked in their own litde world, out of 
the contemporary stream, and his 
gelatin silver prints have an air of 
autodidact fussiness. Likewise his 
younger contemporary, Josef Hajdú, 
whose wonderful Tea Set Series 
(undated) shows various cups, rims, 
and bottoms in extreme close-up, 
seems happy to reinvent the wheel, as if 
formalists such as Weston had never 
worked. Kerekes photographs 
primitive laboratory equipment, some 
of which he confects, with a dark tonal 
richness. He can make a glass beaker 
seem more ominous than the theme 
music from Jaws. In fact, I couldn’t 
help thinking of a medieval scene from 
David Kronenberg’s Dead Ringers, in 
which Jeremy Irons unveils his 
ensemble of hideous, self-devised 
obstetrical tools, to the horror of his 
surgical team and the patient. 
Kerekes’s image of the electrical arc of

a Van de Graaf generator looks like a 
detail from a Frankenstein still. This is 
Joel Peter Witkin without the masks 
and feathers. :

Scientists won’t like this : 
characterization of their art. I can’t 
blame them. Kerekes seems to want to 
mystify the process and the technology 
of science. Maybe he really does 
believe the scientific enterprise is 
nothing but black magic and 
technology a lightening rod that 
unleashes dark forces. This is not a 
progressive view, but there are ample 
reasons why our scientific advances 
bring out the Luddite in the best of us.

For me, Kerekes stands at the 
heart of this exhibition not only 
because he is one of the few artists 
in it to touch explicitly on its themes, 
which otherwise serve as a floppy 
urnoTCLi.3 lOi tiic crusts. occupies 2. 
fertile middle-ground between two 
contemporary camps — those w’no nee , 
into photography’s past to recover its 
art and those conceptual artists who 
don’t believe photography is an art at 
all. Kerekes finds that however far he 
flees into the past, his camera discovers 
only images of contemporary terror.
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